“
Celcus Case: VolkerRail
Jedox as a catalyst for change

We have managed to increase consciousness
in the area of finance and risk and the ability
to act accordingly: on every business level our
people are lowering risks and minimizing
costs. Paul de Hair, CFO VolkerRail

”

A solution for a changing market
Paul de Hair, “Technology drives
VolkerRail as VolkerRail drives
technology. We deliver on time,
securely, and to the highest standards
of quality. Safety, employee
satisfaction, customer satisfaction, and
financial consciousness are our core
values. However, the return or revenue
is often the balancing item. Before
Jedox, we weren’t any different to
other modern contractors - we had
several ERP systems and a world of
Excel spreadsheets. It was possible to
run our business this way, but current
market demands a different approach
on how we constantly manage projects
with complex financial and risk
management implications.’’

“Contractors are increasingly expected
to take more and more risks. The
market is asking for more fixed-fee
contracts and contracts that guarantee
a certain level of maintenance over
several years. This requires a
completely different approach to
contracts that used to allow us to
recharge cost and materials. Instead of
being revenue driven we’ve become
cost driven, assessing cost efficiencies
and risks throughout the whole chain
constantly.

With annual revenue of around EUR
4.5 billion, Royal VolkerWessels
Stevin, has important footholds in
construction, logistics, utilities,
communications and design &
realization industries. The
corporation comprises roughly 120
organisations and 15,000
employees across North America
and Europe.
Royal VolkerWessels subsidiary
VolkerRail had been looking for a
performance management solution
for some time. Confounded by a
world of Excel spreadsheets, they
needed to go beyond complex
consolidation to keep ahead in their
field. Having heard Canon and
Allianz speak about Jedox at a
roadshow, CFO Paul de Hair
requested Jedox partner Celcus for a
proof of concept. Six months after
going live de Hair shared the
VolkerWessels journey.

Having the right insight and predictive
analysis becomes vital.”
“Before, the financial department only
knew if any money was being made on
a project after the fact. Or if people had
completed enough hours on a project.
And figuring out why or why not was a
complex, time consuming and
expensive process. On the other side,
looking forward proved to be even
more difficult. Without this information
it is impossible to drive productivity as
efficient as possible.”
“We had to make a change, and we saw
the opportunity to make several
improvements at the same time:
empower the finance department,
increase insight and cost efficiency, and
provide administration and reporting
stability. I reviewed several tools and
Jedox really stood out. We needed a
tool that gave us not only insight, but
foresight as well in one central
database. We wanted an end–to-end
tool for intelligence, budgeting, rolling
forecasting and financial consolidation.
We needed to get rid of laborious
manual work in Excel and improve
dataquality. And of course a high
performant tool: working with Excel
and other tools meant everyone had
plenty of time for coffee waiting for the
results to come through. Sometimes a
very long coffee break wouldn’t even
cut it. Besides the delay, it disrupts the
discovery process.”

Performance management for
financial consciousness
“Jedox has become the catalyst for the
transition we had in mind for our
organization. It may be something I had
hoped for but it has surely exceeded my
expectation. We started hearing things
like “Hey, are these MY figures? So I can
see what’s behind this figure? And what
happened before this figure? And what
happens if I change this figure? I don’t
need a controller anymore to do this?”
The way Jedox has empowered us has
led to an increased sense of
engagement, particularly in giving
financially consciousness a boost that
we had been looking for. Managers
enter their budgets in Jedox, forecasts,
risk assessments and share that
immediately with the rest of the
organization. The OLAP heart of Jedox
makes it child’s play to see where we
are heading on any level including
consolidated levels, quickly and
reliably.”

Single source of truth

Dare to start

“One feature of Jedox that has proved
to be of great value is the Excel look
and feel. It makes it simple and
powerful. In the beginning my team
was a bit hesitant. They know Excel is
laborious, complex, and risky, but they
already had years of Excel experience.
Jedox being so similar to Excel helped
to overcome their doubts in the
adoption phase. It is easy to understand
and works fast towards results.”

“Looking back, we took quite some time
to consider all our options. A project of
this scope raises a lot of questions.
What approach is suitable? Where do
we start? How will people react?
Different divisions had different
answers. Some of my colleagues in IT
preferred to work out the entire project
meticulously. A plan that would only
show results after a year or two. I did
not relate to that. Instead we built and
evaluated step-by-step with Jedox, and
it worked perfectly. Also, by starting
small, we avoided making big
commitments up front.”

“We started out by eliminating Excel
from the planning and control cycle. As
a Project orientated company, our
‘Project Control Spreadsheet’ is key. We
developed it anew in Jedox for each
contract and project. Today the project
control status is automatically compiled
by data from the underlying ERP
systems, figures or consolidations are
calculated according to business rules
and manual adjustments are made
immediately. Having the automated
data extraction makes it easy to build
dashboards and reports, our brand new
ERP operations tool being a great
example. Instead of making specific
reports in this ERP system we use Jedox
to do this. By doing so we keep
extending our one source of truth and
the dashboards and reports on top of
that.”
“One, complete source of truth helps us
to discuss the business in more detail.
Today, if we don’t understand a certain
figure, we look it up and analyze it
instantly. And we have confidence in
the data we are using. On occasion,
numbers used to just strike me as
wrong without always being able to put
my finger on it. Big mistakes would be
identified but nowadays all that
insecurity is gone. A great feeling”
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Empowering finance, securing
expertise
“We wanted finance to be in the lead
during the implementation. Together
with the Jedox consultants from Celcus,
this team set out with a general goal in
mind and decided on adjustments or
additional functionality along the way.
It was a conscious decision to first have
Celcus consultants create the
architecture and link to the ERP
systems. Create the first reports. To
secure expertise within the organization
training finance and IT is of importance.
This way Celcus can pass the baton to
Finance more and while IT is
responsible for maintaining the
system.”

“We are very happy to see that
everyone in the business is better
equipped to deal with changes in the
market with Jedox as tool. It has worked
as a catalyst. We have managed to
increase consciousness in the area of
finance and risk and the ability to act
accordingly: on every business level our
people are lowering risks and
minimizing costs. Going forward, I am
confident that an increased insight and
ability to manage performance will also
have a positive impact on the next areas
we want to tackle: safety, customer
satisfaction and human resources.”

│ Projects
│ Solutions
│ Services
Projects
Helping our clients to create insight and the ability to drive their business is what we do.
Operating at the crossroads of business and IT we offer tailor made solutions through ‘projects’ to
support a wide range of decision making processes across all industries.

Solutions
Based on our best practice projects we strive to offer our clients a growing number of pre-build,
comprehensive solutions. We offer solutions in the area of Planning & Control, Financial
Consolidation, Project Portfolio Management, Activity Based Management, Public Management
and Corporate Social Responsibility.

Services
Driving enduring business benefit to our clients we offer Service Level Agreements for support and
Software as a Service (SaaS). Empowering our clients to manage their own information, our centre
of expertise offers certified training programs.

BI/CPM Platform
Easy and fast to use, administer and extend, the award-winning Jedox gives you the world’s most
innovative Business Intelligence Analytics. Executives deliver the benefit to the entire business
and maximise ROI. Your business users own the solution. Powerful OLAP features make controlling
and planning faster and more consistent. Jedox combines multi-dimensional, in-memory GPUpower with the convenience and graphic possibilities of Excel, Mobile, and Web.
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